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Martin Andler, Liliane Bel, Sylvie Benzoni-Gavage, Thierry Goudon, Cyril Imbert and Antoine Rousseau What is the use of mathematics in everyday life ? Contrary to common ideas, maths prove to be helpful in many fields and phenomena : climate, economics, mapping, demography… Thanks to a playful and unusual approach, Math in brief explains a variety of scientific and daily issues. 224 pages • October 2014
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Novels MAGDALENIAN MURDER A Prehistoric Investigation Sophie Marvaud 15 000 years ago. As the north of Europe is surrounded by glaciers, the temperate climate of the Périgord, in the south west of France, attracts small groups of hunters-gatherers. Within the Six-Tracks tribe, the body of Iranie is discovered. She apparently drowned. Power-of-lionness, the shaman, is in shock : she lost her apprentice, and she must understand what happened. 250 pages • April 2014



PROMOTHEUS CHILDREN Sébastien Teissier A year ago the world discovered a murderer of a new kind, nicknamed X by the police and medias. From his father, X inherited a genetic mutation originating unusual brain's abilities. And X turns out to have brothers and sisters that the government is determined to hunt down, thus facing a religious worship thought to be extinct for decades.
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Conversations with the President of Rwanda François Soudan



Saints or GodMothers? Milka Kahn and Anne Véron



No one really knows who is the Moroccan king. This book reveals the man’s contradictions – bad temper, health problems and diplomatic mishaps – hidden behind a façade of modernity and concern for his people. It details the nepotism and predation of the Moroccan Economy organized by a few trusted childhood friends. The author, a respected Moroccan journalist, is the AFP correspondent in Rabat. 220 pages • September 2014



To Bill Gates, Bill Clinton or Tony Blair, Paul Kagame is the ‘Miracle Man’ who put Rwanda back on its feet after the 1994 Civil War. The Rwandan president is also a controversial man, depicted by some opponents and media as an African Autocrat who values develoment more than democracy. 20 years after the Tutsi genocide, Kagame opens up for the first time. 250 pages • January 2015



Women have always been considered as playing quiet, silent roles in Mafia history. Today, we know better : they have a central importance, as transmitters of Mafia values (to children). They are those who call for Vendetta when their husbands are killed, and sometimes become Bosses. Some, however choose to collaborate with Justice. This first investigation on the subjects draws on several exclusive interviews with Cosa Nostra, N’dranghetta and Camorra women. 250 pages • February 2015
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THE TRUE HISTORY OF THE RED ORCHESTRA Guillaume Bourgeois One of the most famous spy rings of the History, the Red Orchestra is believed to have warned Stalin about an imminent German invasion during WWII. This meticulous 10-year investigation in archives all around the world, a model of Historic research, contradicts almost everything we held true about this story, based on Leopold Trepper (self-proclaimed leader of the network) testimony. The true history of the Red Orchestra is one of a major historical mystification… 500 pages • February 2015



COMMANDO OPERATIONS DURING THE SECOND WORLD WAR Dominique Lormier The Second World War was marked by the development of special forces and commando raids. This book offers a detailed overview of that war within the war and presents 30 of the most spectacular commando operations, whether they were a success or a failure. Among the forces dealt with in that book are the most famous ones, like the British SAS troops or the French Forces of the Interior, but also unknown combattants like the Finnish skier commandos, the Greek Resistants, or the Chindits.



HUE’S TREASURE François Thierry In 1884, a devilish trap enabled the French to take the Forbidden City of Hue and seize its hidden treasure : 6 000 lingots and 2 000 gold coins ! Then began a relentless struggle for the treasure. Between Vietnam and France, old dynasties and French ministries, this action-packed history is told for the first time and sheds a new light on the history of the Indo-Chinese colonisation. 250 pages • October 2014
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SZKOLNIKOFF THE BIGGEST TRAFFICKER IN NAZI EUROPE Pierre Abramovici The first biography, in any language, of a most secretive and controversial figure of Nazi-occupied Europe: Mendel Szkolnikoff, a jew trafficker who reported directly to Goering and Himmler, amassed a considerable fortune, probably on behalf of his masters. He became the owner of entire streets in Paris, dozens of palaces on the French Riviera and considerable financial investments in Monaco, before being mysteriously shot in Spain – according to the official story. 250 pages • Available
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Conversations with 30 US Filmmakers (Kubrick, Lucas, Lynch, Eastwood, Burton, Tarantino, Soderbergh, Scorsese, Pollack…) Michel Ciment



Its creators from 1943 to today Directed by Mathias Sabourdin Foreword by Jean Gili



French Philosopher and Sociologist Edgar Morin devoted his early 1950s and 1960s works to Cinema in modern societies. 50 years later, those lesser known works still stand as a major and groundbreaking contribution on Cinema Theory and Practice. Most of Edgar Morin’s essential texts are made available here for the first time. 400 pages • April 2015



Editor in chief of Positif magazine Michel Ciment has interviewed almost all important US directors over the past 30 years. This much awaited collection offers an impressive introduction to Hollywood’s recent History, told by those who made it. 400 pages • May 2014



More than 400 key figures of Italian Cinema are covered by a team of French and Italian specialists, making this book an inescapable reference for Italian Cinema lovers. 1200 pages • Available
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